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Risk Classifications Overview

Ferretly uses machine learning to analyze posts and images for specific types of risks.  When you run a
background check, the posts are retrieved from your subject's associated social media profiles and every post
and image is analyzed for one or more of the 11 risk classifications and a custom set of keywords. 

Ferretly flags a post when there is at least one risk category with a probability that is beyond a set
threshold.  For example, a post may have a probability of Toxic language of 65% and also Hate Speech of
73%.  In this case, the flag will indicate Hate Speech.  It is possible to have a post and an associated image that
gets flagged at the same time.  In this case, the flag will indicate both the reason for the post text as well as the
image triggering one of the risk classifications. Note:  For reposts/retweets, likes and replies, Ferretly analyzes
both the original posters text as well as comments on the repost from your subject in determining
risk.  Likewise, Ferretly analyzes images included in a repost.

The following describes each risk category and provides examples of posts that would trigger the
corresponding flag.



Keyword Matching 

Ferretly will flag posts based on any and all keywords included in the profile setting and used for the
background check.  This includes exact matches in the text portion of a post as well as the content of an image
in the post. 

For example, if you have the keyword protest, Ferretly will flag a post containing the word protest in the text
as well as any image of a protest. You can also indicate the sentiment of a keyword.  Clicking on the word will
toggle between neutral, positive and negative keyword.  Any highlights on text matching will use these colors as
well.
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